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.1 Apex - Fauna 

The primary natural predator in any given warzone is defined by the UCM’s Science Division as the ‘Apex’. Given the size and power of the other 
species present on the Cradle Worlds, it’s fair to say that anything that EATS them is bound to be potent, to say the least! Some of these species feature 
chameleon-like adaptive colourisation, allowing them to blend in seamlessly with any environment on both visible and infrared spectra.

Some of these creatures are truly nightmarish, easily capable of ripping a main battle tank to shreds with imperious ease, should the mood take them. 
These animals are accustomed to being the most formidable beings around, so view any intrusion as a threat worthy only of immediate slaughter. 

They are unbelievably fast, vicious, highly intelligent and absolutely ruthless in the pursuit of prey. Such is their sheer level of lethality, it’s whispered that 
they may have been genetically enhanced sometime in the distant past, most likely by the Shaltari, in order to cull local fauna populations and to provide a 
truly changing species to hunt.
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Genetic Modification: There are many different forms of Apex on different worlds, each subtly adapted to its environment. At the start of the game, each 
player picks one of the following changes to make to its profile for the game:

• Chameleonic Skin: The Apex changes its CM to E+3.

• Shredding Claws: Killing Tools changes its Shots value to 2D6.

• Mace Tail: Killing Tools changes its Energy to 12.

• Hardened Hide: The Apex has A10.

• Colossal: The Apex has DP7.

• Regenerative Cellular Structure: At the start of each Environmental Phase, the Apex replenishes 1DP previously lost in the game.

• Acid Breath: The Apex gains the Acid Breath weapon below.

• Spine Lance: The Apex gains the Spine Lance weapon below.

* Intelligent: The actions of a creature this intelligent are impossible to simulate using random NPC movement. In most ways, they are just as smart as a 
human and should behave as such.

At the start of the first Environmental Phase and at the end of each Environmental Phase, both players roll a D6. They modify their rolls if the Apex meets 
the following conditions:

• Any enemy vehicle units in sight: +1

• Any enemy infantry units in sight: +2

The highest scoring player may activate and use the Apex in any way they see fit in stage 2 of the Environmental Phase, treating it like a friendly unit. The 
Apex may not attack structures directly (hardly interesting prey!)

Deployment: The Apex deploys before any other units, as close to the centre of the table as possible.

Multiple Apexes: If you want a really crazy game, use multiple Apexes! Deploy them roughly equidistantly from each other and from either table edge. 
Randomly determine who controls each model individually.

WEAPONS E SH AC R(F) R(C) MF ARC Special

Killing Tools 9 D6 2+ CC CC 12” F/S/R

WEAPONS E SH AC R(F) R(C) MF ARC Special

Spine Lance 10 1 3+ 8” 8” 12” F/S/R

Acid Breath 5 8 3+ 6” 6” 12” F/S/R Flame

A Mv CM DP Pts Type Category S+C T Special

Apex 7 12” E+1 4 - Vehicle Fauna 1 - Walker, Intelligent*


